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The latest information/software is available at the following site.

Ojisankoubou Website

http://ojisankoubou.web.fc2.com/

Transistor Gijutsu Website

http://toragi.cqpub.co.jp/

The software used in this manual is the one at the time of writing this 
manual. It may be changed at the point of sale.

■ Information / Software Location■ Important explanation items 

(Please be sure to read through)

• Even if you suffer damage or damage directly or indirectly by 

using this kit, we will not compensate at all.

• We will not respond to exchange, warranty, refund, even if you 

failed to assemble or fail in use.

• This kit aims to provide hardware that can be used in general 

purpose. The one exemplified as being able to make with this kit

shows the possibility of this kit. I did not actually make all of the

exemplifications.

• Characteristics and performance listed in this manual, Transistor 

Gijutsu magazine, website, etc. are only one production example, 

and not all the kits guarantee the same performance. Please be 

aware that there are cases where it may be good or bad.

• Although we are carefully designing, there is no guarantee that 

there are no serious design errors or bugs.

• Circuits, parts, board, software, etc. may be changed without 

notice.

• This manual is English translation from the japanese 

version of the manual. 

what the English language version of the Terms says and 

Japanese language version says, then the Japanese 

language version shall take precedence. 
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□ DC power supply (φ2.1 center plus 5 V)

If the noise of the power supply is larger, the performance degrade.  

Transformer type CVCC power supply is recommended.

Those that were dropped by a transformer and then set to 5V with a

series regulator, is OK.

Please drop the noise sufficiently when using the switching regulator.

□ Speaker with amplifier, or headphone

□ Microphone + SW (PTT)

□ 2 knobs (D axis)

□ Spacer, screw etc.

■ Other items required for using the kit 

( not included in the kit )
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SW1:

Menu display

Long press: 

Function selection menu

SW2:

Memory read

Long press: 

1. Write memory,

2. XtalFilter center frequency (= IF1) setting

SW 3:

BAND select

SW 4:

1. TX / RX test signal

2. Measurement start / stop

SW 5:

Normal spectrum display

Span 12k ↔ 6k

SW 6 - 7:

Spectrum display during 

signal processing

RE 1:

1. Frequency

2. Menu item selection

3. Cursor A

click: 

1. Frequency step

2. Move the cursor to the peak

RE 2:

1. Volume

2. Change menu setting value

3. Test signal frequency

4. Microphone gain

5. Cursor B

click: 

1. Notch frequency

Simultaneous press of SW3 
and SW5:

Debug message display

SW8︓
TX PTT

MIC Lch : ECM(Electret Condenser Mic)

MIC Rch︓TX PTT

１-１. Operation outline 1

SW on the LCD:

TX PTT
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SW1

SW1
SW1SW1:

Cancel

SW4:

Write

SW1

Function Selection

Menu

Tranceiver

1.Setting

2.BPF

3.Xtal Filter

SW1

SW1 Long Press

SW1 Long press

SW1 Long Press

SW1Long Press

SW1

SW1

SW1

Power ON

Menu
Write

Memory

Menu

SW1

SW1

SW1Long Press

SW1長押し

SW1Long Press

SW1長押し

SW1-4 : Don't retrieve "Ch Memory"

SW5-8 : Don't retrieve "Setting" 

When you do not know where you are now,

Please press SW1 or press and hold.

Menu

SW2

Long Press

１-１. Operation outline 2



5１-２. Operation

function selection 1.Setting

menu normal setting normal setting normal setting
RE1 select funtion frequency select menu select menu cursor A select menu cursor A select menu

RE2 volume change value change value cursor B
( difference )

change value cursor B
( difference )

change value

RE1 SW frequency step cursor A goto peak cursor A goto peak

RE2 SW notch frequency cursor B goto peak cursor B goto peak

SW1 goto function goto setting goto normal screen goto setting goto normal screen goto setting goto normal screen

Long press goto function
selection

goto function
selection

goto function
selection

goto function
selection

goto function
selection

goto function
selection

goto function
selection

SW2 memory read

Long press memory write

SW3 select BAND select BAND select BAND

SW4 test signal mode start measure start measure

SW5 normal spectrum
display mode

SW6 next signal
processing spectrum

SW7 previous signal
processing spectrum

SW8 TX

SW3 & SW5 debug log debug log debug log debug log debug log debug log debug log debug log

Tranceiver 2.BPF 3.Xtal Filter
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SSB Tranceiver

This is the main function of this kit, SSB transceiver.

When you turn on the power it starts from this screen.

For details, go to Chapter 3

1. Setting

We will make general settings.

For details, go to Chapter 4

2. BPF

This is a screen for measuring the frequency characteristic of BPF.

For details, go to Chapter 5

3. Xtal Filter

This is a screen for measuring the frequency characteristic of Xtal Filter.

There is also a function to set the center frequency of Xtal Filter to IF2 frequency.

For details, go to Chapter 6

２-１. Function selection menu

function selection menu screenRegardless of the screen, when you press and hold SW1, "function selection 
menu screen" is displayed.

Select function (highlight) with RE1 and press SW1 to move to the selected 
screen.
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1. Basic operation

RE1: Frequency

RE1: Pressing RE1, then changes the frequency step

RE2: Volume change 

SW1: Setting screen 

SW2: Memory read mode 

SW2: Press and hold SW2 during read mode to erase memory

Press and hold SW2 to write memory

SW3: band select

SW4: test signal

SW5: Spectrum display span select

SW6, SW7: Signal processing in progress Spectrum display

SW8: TX

３-１. Tranceiver     Operation

When you turn on the power, it starts from "Tranceiver" screen.

Alternatively, select "SSB Tranceiver" from "Function selection menu screen".
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Press SW1 to enter the setting menu.

Here you can change various settings of the transceiver.

The changed settings can be saved in memory (see Memory operation).

Turn RE1 to select the item, and turn RE2 to change the setting value.

When setting values are changed, that setting is reflected immediately, so you 
can check changes with listening with LPF etc.

Press SW1 again to return to the original screen.

1. MOD

Set the modulation / demodulation mode.

2. RX GAIN

Set the input sensitivity of AUDIO CODEC (IC1).

If you increase the sensitivity too much, it becomes distorted by 

the strong electric field.

Conversely, lowering the sensitivity makes it strong against strong

electric fields.

3. TX GAIN

Increase the transmission output gain of AUDIO CODEC (IC1).

4. AGC

Set the AGC time constant.

メニュー画面

３-２. Tranceiver     Setting   1
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5. DENOISER

Reduce noise during reception.

6. LPF

Sets the LPF cutoff frequency.

7. AUDIO LO

Set the low frequency tone control at reception.

8. AUDIO HI

Set the high-frequency tone control at reception.

9. HPF

Sets the HPF cutoff frequency.

３-２. Tranceiver     Setting   2
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10. PSD STEREO

Set the delay time in Pseudo stereo mode.

Changing the delay time will change the sense of stereo. 

Especially when using headphones, the sound image will not be located

in the center of head, so it will be easier to hear.

11. SPEANA REF

Sets the Ref level of the spectrum analyzer screen.

12. SSB METHOD

Sets the SSB signal generation method used for transmission.

· PHAS:   Phase method using Hilbert filter

· WEAV:  Weaver method

· 4TH:     fourth method (tentative name is ogawa method)

Reception is fixed by the phase method.

３-２. Tranceiver     Setting   3



11３-３. Tranceiver  Memory write

You can save the current setting in memory.

The transmission state is not saved (it will be receivr mode when reading 
memory later).

The memory has 100ch from 0 to 99.

Memory number 0 is the default setting.  When power is turned on, ch0 
setting is retrieved.

Hold down any of SW1 to SW4 and turn on the power, the memory 

setting will not be reloaded.  It does not retrieve default setting with 
memory number 0 also.

1. Write to memory

Long press SW2 to display "Memory screen".

Set the channel number to be written with RE1.

· The already written channel number turns red.

· Unwritten channel number is white.

You can overwrite already written ch.

Press SW4 to write to the specified channel number.

When SW1 is pressed, writing is canceled.

Items stored in memory

freq

freqstep

band

MOD

RX GAIN

TX GAIN

AGC

DENOISER

LPF

AUDIO LO

AUDIO HI

SSB METHOD

HPF

notchfilter

micgain

pseudo stereo

speana span

speana ref

Memory screen

A red character indicates 
a channel with data
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2. Read from ch memory

Press SW2 to enter Memory read mode.

In this mode, the ch number indication is on and the frequency 

display is a small font.

Specify the channel number to read with RE1.

Press SW2 again to return to the original screen.

You can also go back to "Menu" by pressing SW1 or by switching 

BAND with SW3.

Memory read mode

３-３. Tranceiver  Memory read
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3. Delete ch memory

Press and hold SW2 during memory read mode to delete memory.

On the "Delete" confirmation screen,

Cancel by pressing SW1

When SW4 is pressed, current ch memory is deleted.

When deleting the memory, it moves to the next ch memory

number. If there is no memory data, exit the memory read mode

and return to the frequency input mode (normal mode).

"Delete" confirmation screen

３-３. Tranceiver Memory delete



14３-４. Tranceiver     Receiver test signal

When you press SW4 at reception, a signal of the same frequency as the 
reception frequency is output from the SDR-3A board CN2.

If setting "4. Test SG" is OFF, no test signal is output.

When you are watching the received spectrum display, a single spectrum 
appears at the center.

The output frequency is the frequency received when SW4 is pressed. Changing 

the receiving frequency changes the position of the spectrum, and the beat 
sound is heard from the speaker.

You can use this function to find the defective part of the receiving circuit (see 
assembly manual 3-5. Operation test BPF troubleshooting).

test signal is at the center of 

the spectrum screen

Receiving frequency changed



15３-４. Tranceiver     Transmitter test signal

When you press SW4 at transmission, it becomes the test signal

instead of the microphone.

If setting "4. Test SG" is OFF, test signal input will not be made.

Pressing SW4 repeatedly changes the test signal as follows.

1. Single tone:   AF1 frequency with RE2

2. Two tone:     AF2 frequency with RE2

3. Tone burst:   AF1 frequency with RE2

Test signal OFF

At the transmission, since the spectrum received by looping back the 

transmission signal is displayed on the screen, you can see what kind of test 
signal is being output.

· You can use this function to find troubles of the transmitter circuit 

(refer to Assembly Manual 3-8. Operation test transmission).

· When CN7(BNC) output is measured while varying AF1 frequency

with single tone, characteristics of Xtal Filter at transmission can be 

measured.

· It can be used for testing when connecting a power amplifier.

transmission no MIC input

single tone test signal

two tone  test signal
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1. Press SW6, you can see next signal processing point.

2. Press SW7, you can see previous signal processing point.

3. Press SW5 to return to the default spectrum screen.

３-５. Tranceiver     TX/RX digital signal processing 1

In both transmission and reception, you can see the spectrum of the signal in the 

process of digital signal processing inside the microcomputer in the order of 
each processing.

When transmitting, the input signal can be MIC or a transmission test signal.

You can understand digital signal processing deeply by seeing how the spectrum 
changes by changing the modulation method and changing the filter.



17３-５. Tranceiver     TX/RX digital signal processing 2

Analog Digital example

① Filter 〇 × Xtal Filter

② Phase △ 〇 PSN、Hilbert Filter

③ Weaver × 〇 IIR LPF

④ Fourth method × 〇 IIR LPF

（ogawa method）

Reception is fixed by the ②phase method.

The SSB signal generation method has been regarded as three types ① to ③ in the table 

below.

This time, this transceiver is equipped with three types of ② ~ ④, including the fourth method 

of ④, and it can be switched by menu (12. SSB METHOD).
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Phase  method

３-５. Tranceiver     TX digital signal processing Phase

The right picture is the principle block 
diagram,

The lower right is the block diagram actually 
made.

While changing the sampling frequency or 

filtering in the middle, basic signal 

processing remains as it is in the principle 
block diagram.

Please be aware that the frequency scale of 

the spectrum display changes when the 
sampling frequency changes.

When SW6, SW7 is pressed, 

the point of view changes 
and the spectrum changes.

D/A
+12kHz

Hilbert

delay

0 0 0 12k

A/D

Freq conv.

+12kHzA/D
FIR 31 tap

fc=3kHz

Hilbert

127 tap

downsampling

fs:48k→12k

D/Aupsampling

fs:12k→48k

fs=48kHz fs=48kHzfs=12kHz

IIR 6 order

LPF

64tapDelay

FIR 31 tap

fc=3kHz

The difference 
between 6 and 7,

6 is I/Q,

7 is I only.

1.ADC

2.fs=12k

3.FILTER 4.MOD

5.fs=48k 6.+12k 7.DAC



19３-５. Tranceiver     TX digital signal processing Weaver

Weaver method

D/A
+12kHz+1500Hz

LPF fc=1300
-1500Hz

LPF fc=1300

0 0 12k0 0 0

A/D
The right picture is the principle block 
diagram,

The lower right is the block diagram actually 
made.

In the Weaver method, it is interesting to 

see how spectrum changes as frequency 
conversion is repeated.

A/D D/A

fs=48kHz

Freq conv

+1500Hz

IIR 8 order

LPF

IIR 8 order

LPF

Freq conv

-1500Hz

Freq conv

+12kHz
IIR 6 order

LPF

2.FILTER

4.LPF 5.-1500

7.DAC

1.ADC 3.+1500 6.+12k



20３-５. Tranceiver     TX digital signal processing Fourth method

Fourth method（ogawa method）

D/A+12kHz LPF fc=11.8k

0 0 12k0 12k

LPF fc=11.8k

A/D
The right picture is the principle block 
diagram,

The lower right is the block diagram actually 
made.

Unlike the phase method and the Weaver 

method, we can see that the signal 

processing is very simple with the fourth 
method.

The IIR 6th order LPF immediately after A/D 
is for band limitation.

A/D D/A

fs=48kHz

IIR 12 order

LPF

Freq conv

+12kHz
IIR 6 order

LPF

1.ADC 2.FILTER 3.+12k 4.DAC
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1.ADC

2.-12k 3.fs=12k

4.DEMOD 5.FILTER

6.DNR 7.fs=48k 8.DAC

３-５. Tranceiver     RX digital signal processing

Reception is fixed by the phase method.

Please be aware that the frequency scale of the spectrum display changes when the sampling frequency changes.

When SW6, SW7 is pressed, the point of view changes and the spectrum changes.

SSB Hilbert

127tap
AGC

AM AGCabsoluteAM

Freq conv

-12kHzA/D
FIR 31 tap

fc=3kHz

downsampling

fs:48k→12k
D/A

fs=48kHz fs=48kHzfs=12kHz

IIR 2order

HPF

DEMOD IIR 6order

LPF

IIR 2order

Lo/Hi tone

IIR 2order

Notch

denoiser Pseudo

Stereo

FIR 31 tap

fc=3kHz

upsampling

fs:12k→48k
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Select "Setting" from "Function selection menu" screen.

You can change the item with RE1, and change the value of each item with RE2.

The changed value is written to the Flash memory when you press and hold 

SW1 and return to the "function selection menu screen" and it will be loaded 
automatically the next time you turn on the power.

Hold down any of SW5-SW8 and turn on the power, the setting written in Flash 
will not be loaded and will default value.

４-１. Setting    1

1. Freq Adj

Perform fine adjustment (ppm unit) of the transmission/reception 

frequency.

For details, go to "7-2 Frequency adjustment".

2. BPF 1

3. BPF 2

Set the center frequency of each BPF. 

It can be selected from the "center frequency" menu when 

measuring BPF.

In addition, the frequency set here becomes the frequency used 

when measuring the Xtal Filter

Please also refer to [8-1 BPF 2 addition].

Setting screen



23４-１. Setting    2

6. PTT mode

Set the operation when PTT SW (SW8 or CN4 Rch) is pressed.

TGL: Transmission and reception change each time the 

button is pressed

MOM: Transmission while it is pressed.

5. Debug Disp

Set whether or not to display the debugging message (the green 

character string at the upper left of the spectrum display) on the

"transceiver" screen.

Tranceiver  Debug display

7. TX F Limit

Limit the transmission frequency range so as not to transmit by 

mistake outside the amateur band (right table).

Set it "OFF" only when you want to transmit test on another 

frequency experimentally.   In that case please do not test with the

antenna, test with a dummy load.

Be sure to return "ON" when the test is finished.

TX frequency range limit

{   135700,   137800 },  //  135kHz

{  1810000,  1825000 },  //  1.8MHz

{  1907500,  1912500 },

{  3500000,  3575000 },  //  3.5MHz

{  3599000,  3612000 },

{  3680000,  3687000 },

{  3702000,  3716000 },  //  3.8MHz

{  3745000,  3777000 },

{  3791000,  3805000 },

{  7000000,  7200000 },  //  7MHz

{ 10100000, 10150000 },  // 10MHz

{ 14000000, 14350000 },  // 14MHz

{ 18068000, 18168000 },  // 18MHz

{ 21000000, 21450000 },  // 21MHz

{ 24890000, 24990000 },  // 24MHz

{ 28000000, 29700000 }   // 28MHz

4. Test SG

On the "transceiver" screen, you can set whether to output the 

TX/RX test signal with SW4 or not.   If OFF, no test signal is output 

even if SW4 is pressed.   It is good to turn it OFF when the test is

finished.



24４-１. Setting    3

8. Popup time

Change popup display time.

All pop-up display times are not the values changed here.  Some 

pop-ups have a minimum display time.  There is also a popup that

displays only while pressing SW.

9. RotEnc Dir

Change the direction of rotation of the rotary encoder.

Depending on the parts / manufacturer of the rotary encoder, 

there is a contact connection with a different direction of rotation, 

change it so that it matches when using them.

Pop-up when changing frequency



25５-１. BPF measure

Select "2. BPF" from "Function selection menu screen".

1. Connect a short jumper to CN2 on the SDR-3A board.

Please do not connect anything to CN7 (BNC).

2. Press SW4 to start measurement. Wait until the measurement is

over.

3. Cursor A (main) moves with RE1, cursor B (difference) moves with

RE2.

Cursor A displays the measured value at the cursor and cursor B 

shows the difference from cursor A.

When RE1 is pressed, the cursor A moves to the peak frequency, 

and when RE2 is pressed, the cursor B moves to the peak 

frequency.

4. With SW1, the setting screen is displayed, you can change various 

settings.

You can select the setting menu item with RE1, 

and change the setting value with RE2.

Press SW1 to return to the original measurement 

screen.

"1. CENTER" ... Set the measurement center frequency

"2. SPAN" ... measurement span

"3. MAG ref" ... Set the top (ref) of  graph

"4. dB / div" ... graph Set the vertical axis sensitivity

5. Press and hold SW1 to return to the function selection

menu screen.

Function selection menu screen

measuring

move cursormenu screen
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1. Connect a short jumper to CN2 on the SDR-3A board.

Please do not connect anything to CN7 (BNC).

2. Press SW4 to start measurement. Wait until the measurement is

over.

3. Cursor A (main) moves with RE1, cursor B (difference) moves with 

RE2.

Cursor A displays the measured value at the cursor and cursor B 

shows the difference from cursor A.

When RE1 is pressed, the cursor A moves to the peak frequency, 

and when RE2 is pressed, the cursor B moves to the peak 

frequency.

4. With SW1, the setting screen is displayed, you can change various 

settings.

You can select the setting menu item with RE1, and change the 

setting value with RE2.

Press SW1 to return to the original measurement screen.

"1. SPAN" ... measurement span is set

"2. MAG ref" ... Set the top (ref) of graph

"3. dB/div" ... graph Set the vertical axis sensitivity

The center frequency is fixed at IF1 frequency.

5. Press and hold SW1 to return to the "function selection menu" screen.

６-１. Xtal Filter   measure

Function selection menu screen

measuring

SPAN:1MHz  10dB/div

Select "3.Xtal Filter" from "Function selection menu" screen.
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In XtalFilter, frequency characteristics change due to variation of crystal 

oscillator. If it is greatly deviated, you can change the center frequency by the 
following procedure.

1. Measure the Xtal Filter.

2. Move the cursor A to the XtalFilter center frequency.

Since the cursor B represents the difference, search the -3dB 

at upper and lower frequencies, and bring the cursor A to that 

center.

3. Press and hold SW2 to change the frequency of cursor A to IF1

(XtalFilter center frequency).

4. Press SW4 to re-measure and confirm that it has the frequency 

characteristics as intended.

5. Press and hold SW1 to return to the "function selection menu" screen 

and the setting is written to Flash.

6. The settings will be loaded automatically the next time you turn on 

the power.

Re-adjusting is necessary if frequency adjustment in the next section is 
performed.

７-１. Xtal Filter   Center frequency setting

find the center frequency

set cursor A to IF1( center freq )

confirm the freq response
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If you are concerned about frequency error please follow the procedure below. 

Wait until the frequency stabilizes for a while after turning on the power supply.

When this adjustment is made, the oscillation frequency changes, so it is necessary to adjust the 
crystal filter center frequency again.

７-２. Frequency adjustment    1

■ When using a precise oscillator or broadcast (Radio Nikkei for example)

1. Measure the deviation (ppm) of the reception frequency by receiving the

oscillator or the broadcast.

Deviation(ppm) = frequency deviation ÷ reception frequency x 1000000.

The right photo shows receiving the radio Nikkei (3945 kHz) , adjusted the 

reception frequency so that CARRIER F = 0.

Since it became almost 0 at 3944958 Hz (-42 Hz), 

Deviation(ppm) = -42 ÷ 3945000 x 1000000 = - 10.6 ppm ⇒ - 11 ppm.

2. Press and hold SW1 and enter "Setting" from the "function selection menu".

3. While "1. Freq Adj" is selected, turn RE2 and input the deviation (-11 in

the above example) measured with 1.

4. Press and hold SW1 to return to the "function selection menu" screen 

and the setting is written to Flash.

Radio NIKKEI 1︓
3.925MHz、6.055MHz、9.595MHz

Radio NIKKEI 2︓
3.945MHz、6.115MHz、9.760MHz 

Setting 画面



29７-２. Frequency adjustment    2

■ When using frequency counter

1. Press and hold SW1 and enter "Setting" from the "function selection menu". 

2. Connect the closer end of CN2 on the SDR-3A board to the frequency 

counter.   Please take GND from BNC connector etc.

3. At this time, since the test signal of 10 MHz (40 mVpp) is output from CN2, 

adjust so that the frequency counter display will be 10MHz.

4. Turn RE2 while "1. Freq Adj" is selected, the frequency becomes 10MHz.

Frequency adjustment is in ppm, it's 10Hz at 10MHz.

5. Press and hold SW1 to return to the "function selection menu" screen and

the setting is written to Flash.
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■ When using a precise oscillator (10 MHz) and an analog oscilloscope,

1. Press and hold SW1 and enter "Setting" from the "function selection menu".

2. Observe the terminal on the side close to the board end of CN2 on the 

SDR-3A board and the output of the oscillator (10 MHz) with an analog 

oscilloscope.  Trigger with either signal.

3. While "1. Freq Adj" is selected, rotate RE2 so that the two waveforms can

be synchronized as much as possible (move slowly to the left or right as

much as possible) with the analog oscilloscope.

Although it may be only my digital oscilloscope, if I use a digital 

oscilloscope, it may seem to be synchronized even with the wrong 

adjustment value, so digital oscilloscope is not recommended.

4. Press and hold SW1 to return to the "function selection menu" screen and 

the setting is written to Flash.

７-２. Frequency adjustment    3
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1. Debug display on the upper left of the spectrum screen

It is displayed when you set "5. Debug Disp" of "Setting" to ON.

Although only basic items are displayed here, it may be some hint.

2. Simultaneously press SW3 and SW5 to display the debug log

The debug log is displayed at the bottom of the screen while SW3

and SW5 are pressed at the same time.

You can see the latest 30 lines of debug log output.

3. Connect the terminal to the serial terminal and watch the log

When you start the terminal software on the PC with connecting

USB-serial module to CN3 (serial), you can see the log.

In method 2 above, it is up to 30 lines, but if you use terminal, you 

can see all logs + additional information.

Memory can also read (note that if you access an address

where the memory does not exist, CPU stops due to a bus error).

７-３. Debug display

When something is wrong, you can check the status in the following way.
Tranceiver Debug display

Press SW3 & SW5 simultaneously


